ABSTRACT A parametric statistical post-processing method is presented that transforms raw (and frequently biased) ensemble forecasts from the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) into reliable predictive probability distributions for precipitation accumulations. Exploratory analysis based on 12 years of reforecast data and 1/8-degree climatology-calibrated precipitation analyses shows that censored, shifted gamma distributions can well approximate the conditional distribution of observed precipitation accumulations given the ensemble forecasts. A nonhomogeneous regression model is set up to link the parameters of this distribution to ensemble statistics that summarize the mean and spread of predicted precipitation amounts within a certain neighborhood of the location of interest, and in addition the predicted mean of precipitable water. The proposed method is demonstrated with precipitation reforecasts over the conterminous United States using common metrics such as Brier skill scores and reliability diagrams. It yields probabilistic forecasts that are reliable, highly skillful, and sharper than the previously demonstrated analog procedure. In situations with limited predictability, increasing the size of the neighborhood within which ensemble forecasts are considered as predictor can further improve forecast skill. It is found, however, that even a parametric post-processing approach crucially relies on the availability of a sufficiently large training dataset.
Introduction
these errors can arise due to coarser spatial resolution of the forecast grid compared to the grid 165 on which analyzed precipitation is available. This first step can therefore also be viewed as a 166 preliminary downscaling procedure.
167
Let s be a location associated with some analysis grid point. Prediction errors of the ensemble 168 forecasts may result from inaccurately predicted magnitudes of a precipitation event as described 169 above, but may also be caused by displacement errors. For example, a front or thunderstorm by Each time, the forecasts within N(s) are adjusted such that their climatology matches the respec-178 tive observation climatology as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This is achieved via quantile mapping: for 179 each forecast f x j we determine to which quantile q f ,x (p), p ∈ [0, 1] of the forecast climatology it 180 corresponds, and then map it to the corresponding quantile q o,s (p) of the observation climatology.
181
The quantiles are estimated from the training sample; for the GEFS ensemble considered here, all 182 members are exchangeable, can thus be assumed to have the same forecast climatology, and can 183 be pooled for the purpose of estimating the forecast quantiles. Estimating higher quantiles still 184 comes with substantial sampling variability, and to make our quantile mapping procedure more 185 robust, we therefore resort to a linear approximation of the mapping function for quantiles above 186 the 90% quantile (details of this procedure are given in online appendix A).
187
To use the adjusted ensemble forecasts within a regression framework, they are next condensed 188 into statistics that summarize the most important information. As discussed above, we propose 189 that all forecast grid points in N(s) -which we take as a neighborhood around s with radius r -
190
should be considered in determining these statistics, but we still expect forecasts at grid points w sx w sx |f x j −f x j | (
The first statistic describes the probability of precipitation derived from the (augmented and to the empirical CDFF n of the observations y 1 , . . . , y n at this grid point, we minimize the integrated
in µ, σ , and δ . According to Thorarinsdottir et al. (2013) , this is equivalent to minimizing the 219 mean continuous ranked probability score (CRPS)
where
and H(·) is the Heaviside step function, i.e. it is equal to 1 if t ≥ 0 and zero otherwise. After 222 re-parameterizing, the integral on the right hand side can be expressed in closed form as
wherec := − this distribution, the mean over all non-zero precipitation amounts is an estimate of µ (and σ ),
237
for any probability of precipitation π pop , and δ can subsequently be estimated as δ = µ log(π pop ).
238
For the 12h-accumulations considered here, the best-fitting k is typically smaller than 1, with µ 239 being overestimated by the assumption of an exponential distribution. Moreover, the first guess 240 estimates proposed above might violate the constraint δ ≥ −µ. We therefore improve our first 241 guess by fixing σ , gradually decreasing µ, and recalculating 
where log1p(x) = log(1 + x) and expm1(x) = exp(x) − 1. 
Some exploratory analysis (see also Fig. 6 for example, the two hypothetical five member ensembles (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 10) and (0, 2.5, 3.5, 4, 5)
291
which have the same mean, but mean absolute differences of 4.0 and 2.3, respectively. The higher 292 dispersion of the first ensemble results from one member predicting a substantially higher precip-
293
itation amount than the other members which indicates a certain chance for heavier precipitation.
294
If the mean absolute differences were calculated from cube root transformed forecasts, values of 
Validation of the CSGD method

362
We apply our CSGD regression method to the full data set described in Section 2. Now, every for model fitting. For the parameters of the unconditional CSGDs we already described our special 373 treatment of these dry cases in Section 4b. For the regression parameters, we increase the training 374 data set of any grid point where the climatological probability of precipitation is less than 0.05 by 375 considering also the data at adjacent grid points in east-west and north-south direction. For grid 376 points with a climatological probability of precipitation of less than 0.02, we additionally add the 377 training data from diagonal neighbors. Parameters are estimated via CRPS minimization, subject 378 to the following bounds:
which are partly ad hoc and partly based on the discussion at the end of the previous section.
380
In our experiments, CRPS minimization gave slightly better results than classical maximum 381 likelihood estimation, which is nonrobust and tends to favor over-dispersive predictive CSGDs.
382
The same conclusion was reached by Gneiting et al. (2005) First, we take a look at the overall predictive performance of our CSGD method, measured by the 387 continuous ranked probability skill score (CRPSS), which quantifies the improvement of the CRPS 388 of the predictive CSGDs over climatological forecasts. We also study in how far the different 389 nonlinear and heteroscedastic components of our model contribute to this overall performance. To 390 this end we consider five submodels of the full regression model (10), (11) prove (or even degrades, for longer lead times) probabilistic forecast skill during the warm season.
419
The degradation is presumably a result of overfitting, to which the MD f ,s predictor is particularly 420 prone, and which becomes a more serious concern as the signal to noise ratio in the training dataset 421 decreases. Finally, we note that estimating the rate of increase of σ s with increasing µ s rather than 422 fixing α 7,s = 0.5 adds some flexibility, but the resulting benefit on predictive performance is quite 423 marginal. are used quite successfully to improve the predictive performance of the analog method for higher 498 precipitation events. In their setup, the supplemental data complement the reforecast data; here,
499
we study in how far data from other locations can substitute reforecast data.
500
For the calculation of the forecast quantiles as required for the quantile mapping step, there is 501 no straightforward way to pool data across different grid locations. In this context we must hope 502 that there is sufficient independent information in the ensemble (recall that all ensemble member 503 forecasts are pooled for the purpose of calculating the forecast quantiles) to warrant an adequate 504 estimation of the forecast climatology. 
530
Extremely large neighborhoods were not tested due to the increased computational expense. In
531
Fig. 14 we depict the change in CRPSS relative to this benchmark value for larger neighborhood 532 sizes. As might be expected, the optimal radius changes with lead time: for the longest (day 533 4.5 to 5) lead time considered here, the largest radius r = 3 yields the best results, while for 534 the shortest (day 0.5 to 1) lead time an initial increase in predictive performance is eventually 535 reversed when r is increased beyond 2 degrees. This case further shows that it is not just lead 536 time, but more generally predictability that determines the optimal radius: the more predictable 
Discussion
543
We have discussed a parametric post-processing approach that uses statistics of the raw ensem-544 ble forecasts as predictors for the parameters of a censored, shifted Gamma distribution (CSGD).
545
Exploratory analysis (see Fig. 3 , 4, and 6) showed that CSGDs can approximate both climatologi- forecasts of extreme events, which are of particular interest due to their socio-economic impact.
555
The CSGD approach presented here adopted the Scheuerer (2014) ProbabilityProbabilityThe top row shows results for the rank-analog method, the bottom row shows results for the CSGD regression approach. The inset histograms depict the frequency with which each category was predicted. 
